Get to Know You Question Cards Instructions

This is a good icebreaker that also works well as an activity as people are arriving at different times.…

- Everyone gets a pre-printed card
- They can look at the card
- Everyone raises their hand over his/her head with the card in hand and finds a partner who also has card raised over head
- Partners introduce themselves
- Person #1 asks their partner the question from the card they have
- Partner #2 Answers
- Repeat with partner #2 asking the question and getting answer
- After both partners have answered one question, partners then TRADE CARDS, each raise card over-head, and repeat process with a new partner

Debrief:
Why did we do this?
- Always want to make down time fun time, so we practice it at our session and staff trainings
- Want all staff at every level to be comfortable asking questions to get to know people and want them to model this for other staff and campers and practice it.
- Learning Specific and interesting things about people helps us make personal connection's: Staff/staff, staff/camper, camper/camper
- Doing intentional ice breakers and get-to-know-you activities with your team helps to connect them….important goal